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Abstract
Background: Hostility and anger have been attributed as psychosocial risk factors for coronary
heart disease. Heightened cardiovascular reactivity (CVR), and poor recovery, to provocative
stressors is thought to hasten this risk. Purpose: To examine the relationship between hostility
and anger inhibition (AI), and the moderating situational influences of harassment and
evaluation, in predicting CVR and recovery to mental arithmetic (MA) stress using a multiple
regression approach. Methods: 48 male undergraduate students engaged in the following 3
minute tasks during recording of the electrocardiogram, impedance cardiography, and blood
pressure: baseline, MA, and evaluation. Hostility and AI were assessed with the Cook-Medley
Hostility Scale and the Speilberger Anger In subscale, respectively. Results: An interaction
between hostility and AI showed high diastolic blood pressure reactivity to the MA task among
hostile anger inhibitors. Harassment did not modify this effect. However, harasser evaluation
predicted prolonged systolic blood pressure (SBP) responding among men scoring high in AI,
and facilitated SBP recovery among those scoring low on AI. Conclusions: The findings
highlight the interactive influences of AI and hostility in predicting CVR to stress and underscore
the importance of recovery assessments in understanding the potentially pathogenic associations
of these constructs.
Keywords: Hostility; Anger-In; Harassment; Evaluation; Cardiovascular Reactivity; Recovery.
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Hostility and Anger In: Cardiovascular Reactivity and Recovery to Mental Arithmetic Stress
Dispositional hostility and anger have been attributed as psychosocial risk factors for
coronary heart disease (CHD) (e.g., Everson-Rose & Lewis, 2005; Miller et al., 1996; Sirois &
Burg, 2003). Hostile people are prone to cynical attitudes and a mistrust of others, which may
give rise to the frequent experience of anger and various associated behaviors. Situations
requiring anger inhibition may be more prevalent in the daily life experiences of hostile
individuals than encounters permitting anger expression (Brosschot & Thayer, 1998). Moreover,
the tendency to suppress anger has been linked to more pronounced carotid arterial stiffness and
intima-medial thickness, sub-clinical indices of CHD, compared to individuals rating high on
anger expression (Anderson et al., 2006). Some evidence suggests that hostile persons who
inhibit their anger expression are more likely to develop significant coronary atherosclerosis than
hostile individuals who express their anger (e.g., Atchison & Condon, 1993; Dembroski et al.,
1985; Matthews et al., 1998).
Hostile individuals have been found to display pronounced cardiovascular reactivity
(CVR) to stressors involving interpersonal provocation or harassment relative to their non-hostile
counterparts (e.g., Davis et al., 2000; Suarez et al., 1998; Suls & Wan, 1993). Insofar as these
stress responses are frequent and large in magnitude, they are thought to contribute to pathogenic
processes linked to CHD risk (e.g., Kop, 1999). However, some reports indicate that hostile
individuals may not display significant CVR to stressors involving harassment or anger recall,
but rather show prolonged CV responses to such stressors that are reflected in poor recovery to
baseline following stressor completion (e.g., Anderson et al., 2005; Neumann et al., 2004),
whereas other reports have found hostile individuals to display both pronounced CVR and poor
recovery from stressors involving anger elicitation (e.g., Fredrickson et al., 2000).
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These findings are in accord with the prolonged activation-perseverative cognition
hypothesis, by which the tendency to worry or ruminate may prolong stress responding, and in so
doing serve as a final common pathway by which stress exerts deleterious effects on bodily
systems and health (Brosschot et al., 2006). In fact, worry and rumination have been linked to a
variety of negative CV characteristics such as delayed blood pressure (BP) recovery to stress
(Gerin et al., 2006; Glynn et al., 2002), and elevated heart rate (HR) and reduced HR variability
(Brosschot et al., 2007; Hofmann et al., 2005; Knepp & Friedman, 2008; Pieper et al., 2007;
Thayer et al., 1996) Moreover, longitudinal data indicate that high trait worry may confer
increased CHD risk in men (Kubzansky, et al., 1997). Anger suppression may act similarly to
worry by maintaining awareness of negative cognitions.
Tendencies toward anger inhibition, as assessed via the defensiveness construct by use of
the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MC; Crowne & Marlow, 1964), have been
associated with elevated CVR to mental arithmetic (MA) stress when combined with high levels
of hostility (Jorgenson et al., 1995; Larson & Langer, 1997). However, inconsistencies have
persisted in the defensive hostility literature, whereby defensively hostile individuals have
displayed CVR to stressors similar in magnitude to individuals rating low on these constructs
(Mente & Helmers, 1999; Shapiro et al., 1995; Vella & Friedman, 2007). Another study found
hostile individuals to display significant systolic blood pressure (SBP) reactivity to an
interpersonally provoking debate task, but non-significant interactions between hostility and
defensiveness in predicting CVR (Powch & Houston, 1996). One potential explanation for these
discrepancies concerns the notion that the MC scale assesses behaviors unrelated to the
suppression of angry feelings. A more direct measure of anger inhibition may be preferred and
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can be achieved with the anger-in (AI) subscale from the Spielberger Anger Expression Scale
(Spielberger et al., 1985).
Evidence suggests that hostility may interact with AI scores to predict elevations in
sympathetic β-adrenergic influences on the heart, as evidenced by decreases in impedance
cardiography derived pre-ejection period (PEP) and decreased inter-beat intervals (IBI), in
response to MA stress (Burns et al., 1992). However, individuals rating low on both of these
scales also displayed significant reductions in PEP to the MA task, which could be due to the
absence of interpersonal provocation in the stressor (e.g., Suls & Wan, 1993).
In addition to the potentially critical moderating influence of harassment in the
relationship between hostility and CV responses to stress, assessments of the ability to evaluate
the source of anger provocation may provide insight into another situational influence that
modifies the recovery process. The inability to express anger following provocation among
hostile individuals may attenuate CV recovery compared to those rating low on hostility, a
tendency that may be accompanied by low cardiac vagal activity (Brosschot & Thayer, 1998). A
‘matching hypothesis’ has been proposed to explain findings in which use of one’s preferred
mode of anger management style facilitates CV recovery from stress (Engebretson et al., 1989).
The idea behind this hypothesis concerns a ‘person-environment’ fit, such that individuals rating
high on AI may show facilitated BP recovery when instructed to write a positive evaluation of an
experimenter following harassment-induced stress, but poor recovery when told to write a
negative evaluation of the experimenter after stressor completion.
The concept of a general ‘person-environment’ fit theory has a longstanding history in
social psychology (e.g, Lewin, 1951), with qualities reflected in the transactional model of stress
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Support for such matching hypotheses of person-environment fit
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has been reported with respect to interactions between measures of interpersonal style and
situational characteristics in predicting cardiovascular responses to stress (e.g., Davis &
Matthews, 1996; Smith & Ruiz, 2007). However, a previous attempt to replicate the matching
hypothesis concerning anger management style found no support for this ‘person-environment’
fit (Lai & Linden, 1992). A plausible explanation for this null finding is the need to directly
consider the role of hostility in this relationship. A test of the matching hypothesis might reveal
hostile individuals scoring low on AI to benefit from the influence of provocateur evaluation on
CV recovery, whereas hostile individuals scoring high on AI display a prolonged activation that
persists after evaluation of a provocateur. The combination of hostility with anger inhibition on a
person or situation level (i.e., AI or the inability to evaluate the source of provocation following
harassment), may be linked to enduring hostile cognitions reflected in a delayed return of cardiac
vagal activity and slow CV recovery (Brosschot & Thayer, 1998).
The present study examines the interaction between hostility and AI on CV responses to
MA stress with or without harassment, in addition to the influence of experimenter evaluation on
CV recovery. The combination of hostility and AI may be associated with stressor-induced CVR,
poor CV recovery from stress, and potentially stress-related CHD. Men generally have shown
greater CV reactivity to lab and field stressors relative to women (e.g., Guyll & Contrada, 1998;
Stoney, 1992). To control for gender, only male subjects were included in the present study.
Hostile men rating high in AI were expected to show the most CVR to harassment- induced MA
stress, in addition to poor CV recovery. In accord with the matching hypothesis, hostile men
rating low on AI were expected to show enhanced CV recovery when given the opportunity to
evaluate their provocateur, whereas experimenter evaluation was predicted to be associated with
weak CV recovery among individuals rating high on both hostility and AI. This study adds to the
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literature by testing the interaction between hostility and AI in predicting the CVR to stress with
harassment, in addition to assessing the influence of evaluation on CV recovery.
Method
Participants
Forty eight healthy male undergraduate psychology students (M = 19.38, SD = 1.67 yrs;
range: 18-27 yrs) at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Virginia Tech) were
recruited from on-line advertisements posted on their Psychology Department Experiment
Management System. This study received approval from the institutional review board at
Virginia Tech. The sample consisted of individuals of Caucasian (85.4%), Asian American
(10.4%), and African American (4.2%) ethnicities and roughly approximated the Virginia Tech
population base rates. Participants were selected on the basis of information obtained from a
health questionnaire. Exclusionary criteria included a positive smoking status and/or use of
medications that may alter CV activity. Participants were instructed to abstain from caffeine for
12 hrs and alcohol for 24 hrs prior to the study and received extra credit in a psychology course
for their participation. Sample characteristics are displayed in Table 1.
Apparatus
The Cook-Medley Hostility Scale (CMHS; Cook & Medley, 1954) was used to assess
dispositional hostility in the current study and consists of 50 true-false items from the Minnesota
Multi-phasic Personality Inventory (Hathaway & McKinley, 1943). In combined samples of
more than 600 men and 600 women, high levels of internal consistency has been determined for
the CMHS, with Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .80 to .82 for both men and women (Smith &
Frohm, 1985). The test-retest correlations are high (r > .8) over periods of 1-4 years (Barefoot et
al., 1983; Schekelle et al., 1983). Example items include, “It is safer to trust nobody,” “I am not
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easily angered,” (reverse scored) and “I have at times had to be rough with people who were rude
or annoying.”
Anger-in was assessed by the 8 item AI subscale of the Spielberger Anger Expression
Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1985). Items from this subscale measure how often angry feelings
are experienced but not expressed. Sample items include, “I withdraw from people” and “I tend
to harbor grudges that I don’t tell anyone about”. Participants responded to each item by
indicating how often they generally reacted or behaved accordingly on a four-point scale (1 =
almost never, 4 = almost always). Adequate internal consistency for the AI subscale (α = .74)
has been found in a sample of 266 college aged men (Spielberger, 1999). In addition to the AI
subscale, participants also completed the 8 item Anger-out (AO) subscale from the Spielberger
Anger Expression Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1985). Items from this subscale measure how
often angry feelings are expressed in verbally or physically aggressive behaviors, using the same
self report 4 point scale as the AI subscale. Sample items include, “I say nasty things” and “I
strike out at whatever infuriates me.” The AO subscale has been found to display adequate
internal consistency (α = .78) amid a sample of 262 college aged men (Spielberger, 1999).
State anger was measured with the S-Anger subscale of the State-Trait Anger Expression
Inventory (Spielberger, 1999). The 15 items of the subscale are rated on 4 point Likert scales and
are summed with higher scores indicating greater anger. Internal consistencies for this subscale
have been observed to range from .92-.95 in samples of healthy adults (Spielberger, 1999).
The electrocardiogram (ECG) and impedence cardiography (ICG) was recorded with the
Ambulatory Monitoring System (AMS) v 4.4 (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands),
using Ag-AgCl electrodes; the validity and reliability of this device has been established
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(Willemsen et al., 1996). BP was monitored by use of an IBS SD-700A monitor (Industrial &
Biomedical Sensors Corp., Waltham, MA).
Dependent Variables
The measure derived from the ECG was HR, expressed in cardiac IBI. The ECG was
analog filtered (high pass 17 Hz) at acquisition and subjected to online auto trigger level R-wave
detection resulting in a heart period resolution of 1 ms. The ECG IBI data were analyzed with an
autoregressive spectral estimation method (Matlab, v.7.4, 2004), which has some advantages
over the traditional fast Fourier transform methods (Task Force, 1996), such as ease of satisfying
the condition of stationarity for short time series. IBI’s represent the amount of time in
milliseconds that elapses between the R spikes from the cardiac waveform. The differences
between adjacent IBI values were computed and subjected to an ordinary least squares regression
procedure for detrending. A natural logarithm (ln) procedure was employed (SPSS, v.15, 2007)
to correct for skewed raw score distributions in the spectral data. Output residuals were used to
create power spectral density units (ms2 Hz-1). Low frequency (LF; 0.04-0.15 Hz) and high
frequency (HF; 0.15-0.40 Hz) ranges were extracted from the power spectral density units. The
HF component serves as a measure of cardiac vagal activity (Akeselrod et al., 1981; Pomeranz et
al., 1985), whereas the LF component has been argued to reflect fluctuations of sympathetic
influences on cardiac dynamics (Malliani et al., 1991; Pagani et al., 1986). However, some have
questioned the use of LF power as an index of sympathetic β adrenergic activation (Porges,
2007; Eckberg, 2000). Since LF power can be influenced by parasympathetic activity, an index
of sympathovagal influences on the heart was computed with the LF/HF ratio, with normalized
units of spectral estimates used in the final analysis as a reliable measure of autonomic balance
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(see Malliani, 1999). Higher ratios indicate increases in sympathetic β adrenergic activity and
imply reductions in vagal control of HR.
Impedance cardiography provided a measure of PEP, an index of β-adrenergic influence
on myocardial contractility (Sherwood et al., 1992). Systolic and diastolic BP was assessed via
the oscillometric method with the automated IBS-SD 700A monitor. A microphone inside the
cuff detected Korotkoff sounds from the brachial artery and provided digital displays of BP
measures every 90 seconds for recording.
Procedure
All participants signed an electronic version of the informed consent for the present study
and completed the health screening information form, in addition to the AI, AO, and CMHS
scales, on-line. Upon arrival at the lab, each participant signed an additional copy of the
informed consent, completed the state anger scale, and had six thoracic electrodes applied to the
torso to record ECG and ICG in accord with configuration guidelines described in the AMS user
manual v 1.2 (Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The BP cuff was placed on the
dominant arm.
All task instructions were given to the participants prior to each task administration.
Participants engaged in the following 3-minute laboratory tasks:
(1) Baseline (BL): The participant was instructed to sit quietly and relaxed in a
comfortable lounge chair. This procedure served as a resting baseline.
(2) Mental Arithmetic (MA): The participant was instructed to engage in a serial
subtraction task by counting backward out loud by 7’s from 2000. This challenging task has been
known to elicit sympathetic β-adrenergic activity and parasympathetic withdrawal (Obrist,
1981). All subjects were instructed to perform as accurately and as fast as possible during this
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task. Performance was monitored for accuracy to ensure that subjects were engaged and trying to
complete the task.
(3) Evaluation: In the experimental condition, participants were given a questionnaire
with items asking them to evaluate the experimenters and procedures in the current study. A
similar questionnaire was used in a previous investigation employing comparable procedures
(Lai & Linden, 1992). In the control condition, participants were given a questionnaire with
items asking them to evaluate the psychology course for which they received extra credit through
participation. Following completion of the evaluation period, participants repeated the state
anger scale.
Harassment Manipulation. To test the effects of harassment on CVR, subjects performed
the MA task under conditions involving either harassment or no harassment. Subjects were
exposed to verbal harassment through tape-recorded statements, ostensibly coming from a
research technician, played over an intercom. Three statements were used as harassing prods and
were played at 45 second intervals irrespective to performance: 1)“You’re making too many
mistakes, so try harder”; 2)“You’re still too slow and inaccurate, so focus”; and 3) “This can’t be
the best you can do. You’re not trying hard enough”. The harassing statements were made by a
man who used a stern, emphatic tone of voice. This method of MA harassment was first
established by Hokanson and Shelter (1961) and has since been used in a variety of studies
assessing anger relevant traits and CVR and recovery (e.g., Lai & Linden, 1992). Subjects in the
non-harassment condition were permitted to complete the task without commentary.
Statistical Analyses
The effects of psychological traits (i.e., hostility and AI) and task manipulations (i.e.,
harassment and evaluation) on CV changes were evaluated with multiple regression analyses
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(SPSS, v 15, 2007). Testing interactive models in this fashion permits determination of whether
experimental manipulations moderate the influence of traits, and/or trait X trait interactions, on
CV reactivity and recovery (see Baron & Kenny, 1986). Simple slopes analyses were conducted
as post hoc tests to probe and interpret interaction effects (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003).
To control for Type 1 error rate, a ‘protected t test approach’ was used, whereby t tests
corresponding to individual predictor variables in regression models were evaluated for
significance only in the context of a significant omnibus F test. For each model, body mass index
(BMI) and race were entered as fixed effects covariates. Since there were few non-Asian
minorities in the sample (n = 2), race was coded as a binary variable (0 = Caucasian, 1 =
Minority). Anger-out scores were entered as a fixed effects covariate for all models involving AI,
to provide more precision in the prediction of AI on CV responding to the study procedures.
Harassment and evaluation were entered into the regression models using a dummy coding
scheme, in which non-harassment and teacher evaluation were used as comparison groups,
respectively (Cohen et al., 2003). Casewise diagnostics were run on each regression model to
identify and withhold outliers, defined as outside 3 standard deviations from the mean. Finally,
to address the issue of multicollinearity and ensure the interpretability of the observed
interactions, bivariate correlations between predictor variables were observed to determine
values < .8, and the collinearity diagnostics feature was used in SPSS, to verify all variance
inflation factors of predictor variables were less than the recommended cut-off value of 4 (see
Hutcheson & Sofroniou, 1999).
Arithmetic change scores (MA – BL) were calculated to index CVR for each dependent
variable (DV). Recovery change scores were calculated for each DV as well (evaluation – BL).
Simple difference values were used to assess reactivity and recovery rather than residualized
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change scores since: 1) the former is more readily interpretable, 2) the two methods have been
found to be equally generalizable across tasks, and 3) difference scores have been found to be
fairly reliable in reactivity research (Llabre et al., 1991).1
Cardiovascular Reactivity. The first set of regression models tested the main effects of
harassment, hostility, and AI, in addition to the interactions among these variables, on CVR
change scores for each DV. Predictor variables were entered into the regression models in a
hierarchical step fashion. Two way interaction effects were tested for Harassment X Hostility,
Harassment X AI, and Hostility X AI, followed by a test of the three way interaction term,
Harassment X Hostility X AI.
Cardiovascular Recovery. A second set of regression models tested the significance of
main effects and interaction terms among harassment, evaluation type, hostility, and AI in
predicting CV recovery during the evaluation period. The same two-way interaction terms were
tested as for CVR, with the addition of the harassment X evaluation term. The three-way
interactions on CV recovery change scores included Harassment X Hostility X AI, Harassment X
Evaluation X Hostility, and Harassment X Evaluation X AI. Finally, the four way interaction
term was tested. Interaction terms were computed by multiplying the relevant variables.
Results
Preliminary Analyses
Baseline CV measures did not vary as a function of hostility or AI. Repeated measures
ANOVA’s showed significant changes from baseline to MA task on all CV measures except the
LF/HF ratio, for which there was a marginal effect: increases were observed for HR, F(1, 46) =
166.43, p < .001; SBP, F(1, 46) = 117.78, p < .001; DBP, F(1, 46) = 79.55, p < .001; and LF/HF
ratio, F(1, 46) = 3.85, p = .056; and decreases were observed for PEP, F(1, 46) = 30.71, p < .001;
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and HF, F(1, 46) = 16.33, p < .001 (see Table 1). Intercorrelations for hostility, AI, CVR, and
CV recovery are displayed in Table 2. Anger-out scores correlated positively with hostility (r =
.45, p = .002) and was marginally linked to AI (r = .24, p = .1).
State Anger
A paired samples t-test on Spielberger State Anger scores revealed MA stress to be
associated with significant increases in anger, t(47) = 3.157, p < .003 (M = 15.67, SD = 1.68 pre
stressor; M = 16.44, SD = 2.47 post stressor). Further, regression analyses revealed hostility to
be positively associated with baseline (B = .102, SE = .029; t = 3.574, p = .001; R2 = .217) and
post stressor (B = .124, SE = .044; t = 2.825, p = .007; R2 = .148) state anger scores. However, an
independent samples t-test revealed a non-significant effect for harassment on state anger scores,
t(45) =1.272, p =.210. Hostility did not interact with harassment in predicting state anger.
Cardiovascular Reactivity
Multiple regression analyses were conducted on HR, SBP, DBP, PEP, HF power, and the
LF/HF ratio reactivity change scores, with BMI and race entered in each model as between
subject covariates, and AO scores entered as a between subject covariate for all models involving
AI. Initial analyses on between subject covariates revealed race to predict DBP reactivity to MA
stress (B = 8.31, SE = 3.30; t = 2.515, p = .016; R2 = .180), indicating individuals of Asian or
African American ethnicities to display larger increases in DBP to MA stress relative to
Caucasian participants. No main effects were observed for harassment, hostility, or AI on the
reactivity change scores.
A significant interaction was observed between hostility and AI in predicting DBP
reactivity (B = .082, SE = .032; t = 2. 6, p = .013; R2 = .322, ∆R2 = .111), as well as a marginal
interaction between these variables for SBP reactivity (B = .068, SE = .041; t = 1.68, p = .1; R2 =
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.142, ∆R2 = .06). Figure 1 displays predicted DBP reactivity values based upon a simple slopes
analysis at one standard deviation (SD) above and below the centered means for CMHS and AI.
Results indicated that AI moderated the effects of hostility on DBP responses to MA stress,
whereby hostile men scoring high on AI displayed the most task reactivity (12.47 mmHg), which
was significantly greater than hostile men scoring low on AI (5.74 mmHg). Although simple
slopes analyses for the Hostility X AI interaction of SBP reactivity were non-significant, the
pattern was similar to that observed with DBP, whereby hostile anger inhibitors evidenced the
most pronounced SBP reactivity to MA stress. No other significant reactivity interactions were
noted, including the three way Harassment X Hostility X AI term.
Recovery Scores
A marginal main effect was observed for harassment on LF/HF ratio recovery change
scores during the evaluation period (B = -1.13, SE = .568; t = -1.99, p = .052; R2 = .103, ∆R2 =
.081), indicating harassment to be associated with reductions in LF power during the evaluation
period. However, this main effect is qualified by a significant Harassment X AI interaction (B =0.254, SE = .099; t = -2.56, p = .014; R2 = .306, ∆R2 = .114) for the LF/HF ratio. Simple slopes
analysis was significant for individuals rating high on AI, indicating LF power suppression
(smaller ratios relative to baseline) following MA stress with harassment and prolonged LF
power responding (higher ratios relative to baseline) to MA stress without harassment. LF/HF
recovery ratios did not vary as a function of harassment for individuals rating low in AI.
No main effects for hostility or AI were observed on CV recovery change scores during
the evaluation period. Significant 3 way interactions were observed for Harassment X Evaluation
X AI (B = 3.27, SE = 1.28; t = 2.56, p = .015; R2 = .323, ∆R2 = .119) and Harassment X
Evaluation X Hostility (B = 1.83, SE = .814; t = 2.24, p = .031; R2 = .279, ∆R2 = .095) on SBP
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recovery during the evaluation period. Follow up analyses indicated the interaction between
evaluation and AI to be significant among harassed participants (B = 2.7, SE = .917; t = 2.95, p =
.005), whereas this interaction in the absence of harassment was non-significant, p >.5. Figure 2
displays predicted SBP values at 1 SD above and below the centered AI mean for the Evaluation
X AI interaction. Consistent with the matching hypothesis, harassed men rating high in AI
showed attenuated SBP recovery during experimenter evaluation relative to instructor
evaluation, whereas harassed men scoring low on AI showed an opposite effect with facilitated
SBP recovery during experimenter evaluation relative to instructor evaluation.
Follow up analyses for the Harassment X Evaluation X Hostility interaction for SBP
recovery revealed a non-significant interaction between evaluation and CMHS among harassed
participants, B = -.855, p = .187. No other significant interactions were observed for the
evaluation period, including the 4 way interaction.
Discussion
The aim of the current study was to examine the relationship between hostility and AI,
and the potentially moderating situational influences of harassment and evaluation in predicting
CVR and recovery to MA stress. The findings regarding the first hypothesis of hostility
interacting with AI levels to predict exaggerated CV responses to harassment induced stress were
mixed. Consistent with the defensive hostility literature (Jorgenson et al., 1995; Larson &
Langer, 1997), men scoring high in hostility and AI were found to display the most pronounced
DBP reactivity to MA stress (see Figure 1) . However, this effect was not found to be modified
by the influence of harassment. The current findings suggest that the MA task alone is a potent
and frustrating stressor, producing reliable increases in sympathetic α- and β-adrenergic
measures and decreases in cardiac vagal activity (see Table 1), accompanied by increases in state
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anger. Indeed, MA itself may be experienced as intrinsically harassing, and so the harassment
manipulation may not have added substantial perceived stress. Although hostility was found to
predict pre and post stressor state anger scores, the harassment manipulation was not found to
predict state anger, nor did hostility interact with harassment to predict state anger.
It is notable that harassment interacted with AI to predict LF/HF ratio recovery during the
evaluation period. Contrary to prediction, individuals scoring high on AI showed prolonged
stress responding during the evaluation period following MA stress without provocation. These
findings appear to suggest that the harassment manipulation was not effective at eliciting
sustained increases in sympathetic β-adrenergic responding in men scoring high in AI.
The second aim of the current study was to test the ‘matching hypothesis’, to determine
whether assessment of ‘person-environment’ fit is instructive in predicting CV recovery from
stress. Specifically, hostile men scoring low on AI were predicted to benefit from provocateur
evaluation, whereas such evaluation was predicted to be associated with attenuated recovery
among men scoring high on both hostility and AI. Partial support was found for this hypothesis
in the current study, whereby men scoring high in AI showed attenuated SBP recovery particular
to experimenter evaluation (see Figure 2). Although the interaction between evaluation and
hostility was non-significant for harassed participants, the pattern of SBP responding suggests a
similar relationship to that observed with AI. These results are consistent with Engebretson et al.
(1989) and suggest that anger management style may map on to situational characteristics
surrounding life stressors to predict CV recovery.
Another finding of interest concerns the elevated DBP reactivity among individuals of
Asian or African American ethnicities relative to Caucasian individuals. Ethnic disparities in BP
reactivity to stress have been well documented (e.g., Barnes et al., 2000; Wilcox et al., 2005).
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However, the bulk of research has focused on differences between Caucasian and African
Americans, with a relative dearth on Asian ethnicities. There is some evidence to suggest that
individuals of Asian ethnicities may exhibit lower CVR to stress compared to Caucasian
individuals (e.g., Shen et al., 2004; Stoney et al., 2000). The ethnic distribution in the current
study did not permit comparisons to be made among different minorities. Future studies may
take these issues into account when examining more diversified samples.
Although the current study contributes to the literature by providing concurrent
assessments of hostility and AI, in addition to considering the situational influence of
provocateur evaluation on CV recovery, a few key limitations should be noted. First, the current
sample size may have restricted the ability to detect significant effects based upon predicted
interactive relationships. However, the results were in at least partial support of the current
hypotheses, whereby hostile anger inhibitors displayed the most pronounced DBP reactivity to
MA stress, and harassed men rating high in AI showed the weakest SBP recovery following
provocateur evaluation. Nonetheless, the potential issue of being underpowered for some of the
tests examined cannot be completely ruled out and so remains a limitation that may account for
the mixed pattern in the current findings, which should be interpreted with caution and merit
replication in a larger sample.
Second, since hostile individuals are prone to a cynical mistrust of others, they may have
been suspicious of the harassment manipulation. Prerecorded prods were administered via
intercom in the current study for standardization purposes, but may have seemed too artificial to
be effective. Other studies that reported significant results in CV responses related to harassment
induced MA stress personalized the prods by having the harasser say the participant’s name as
part of the procedure, or asked the participant to start from the beginning with each interruption
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(e.g., Anderson et al., 2005; Glynn et al., 2002; Lai & Linden, 1992). Further, the 15 item
Spielberger State Anger Scale may have been too lengthy and narrow to broadly detect mood
changes as a manipulation check in the current study. Harassment can produce increases in
anger, fear, disgust, and sadness, as well as decreases in happiness, as has been shown by the use
of a briefer but more varied state emotion inventory as manipulation check (Anderson, Linden, &
Habra, 2006). Future steps to ensure the veracity of the harassment manipulation will include the
use of a more efficient manipulation check, personalization of harassment prods, and having
participants meet the harasser at some point prior to beginning the task.
An alternative possibility is that under non-harassment, high AI individuals may have
ruminated and felt more distress about their performance during the recovery period. In contrast,
when such individuals had been harassed and were also hostile, they may have been able to
avoid negative feelings about their performance by focusing on the provocateur. Although
plausible, this interpretation of the AI X harassment interaction for LF/HF ratio conflicts with the
finding that harassed men scoring high in AI showed delayed SBP recovery following provocateur
evaluation.
Finally, the present findings were drawn from a sample of young, healthy adult men of a
predominantly Caucasian background (85%), limiting the generalizability of the results. Previous
research has revealed women to be more prone to AI (e.g., Houston & Vavak, 1991) and this
tendency to be associated with DBP reactivity to stress among women relative to men (e.g.,
Harralson et al., 1997). Other studies have suggested African American men rating high in AI to
show enhanced CV reactivity to lab stress (Finney et al., 2002) and ambulatory blood pressure
responses to daily stressors (Brownley et al., 1996) compared to Caucasian men. The present
sample of individuals from ethnic minorities was too small to permit testing interaction effects
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involving ethnicity. To the extent that focusing on gender and ethnicity informs a greater
understanding of CVR to stress and disease associations related to hostility and anger, future
studies may consider a more diversified sample.
The main findings of this study suggest that hostility may interact with AI in predicting
stress related CVR. Consistent with previous research, the influence of harassment on CV
responses to MA stress among hostile individuals may be most apparent with respect to
prolonged BP responding following stressor completion (Anderson et al., 2005). Further, AI was
found to interact with situational influences following harassment induced stress, providing
support for the matching hypothesis of a ‘person-environment’ fit when predicting CV recovery,
which has been reported previously (Engebretson et al., 1989). Taken together, the current
findings point toward the importance of considering interactive relationships when predicting
CV responses to stress among hostile populations. Hostile anger inhibitors may be prone to
pronounced DBP responses to stressors, and situational influences may moderate CV recovery
based upon anger management style. These findings complement a prolonged activationperseverative cognition hypothesis (Brosschot et al., 2006; Gerin et al., 2006), whereby
ruminative tendencies interact with situational influences to prolong stress responding in a way
that may precipitate CV disease development and progression. Future studies will take necessary
measures to ensure the verisimilitude of the harassment manipulation, in addition to including
gender and ethnicity as key variables of interest in a larger sample.
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Footnote
1

Baseline values of cardiovascular variables were uncorrelated with reactivity change
scores, and controlling for baseline levels in these variables did not change the statistical
significance nor the nature of the findings in terms of reactivity or recovery.
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Table 1
Sample Characteristics and Cardiovascular Responses to Mental Arithmetic Stress

______Characteristic
Age (years)
Body Mass Index (kg/m2)
% Non-Caucasian Ethnicity
Caffeine intake (8 oz drinks/day)
Alcohol intake (drinks/week)
Cook-Medley Hostility Scale
Spielberger Anger-In Scale

M
SD_________________________________
19.38 1.67
23.77 3.33
14.6
1.33 1.4
6.83 8.36
22.02 7.64
16.33 4.40________________________________

Baseline
Cardiovascular Measure
M
SD
Heart Rate (bpm)
69.35 10.5
Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)
119.81 10.79
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 68.48 8.86
Pre-ejection Period (ms)
121.02 16.2
2
-1
Log High Frequency (ms Hz )
13.78 .926
LF/HF Ratio (normalized units)
2.11 1.65
Note. N = 48. † p < .06. * p < .05. ** p < .001.

Task
M
SD_______________
86.67 12.99**
135.32 13.66**
79.72 11.06**
111.64 19.84**
13.2 .98**
2.74 1.63†
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Interaction between hostility and anger in on diastolic blood pressure reactivity to
mental arithmetic stress. Simple slopes reflect predicted values at 1 standard deviation above and
below the centered mean for hostility and anger in.
Figure 2. Interaction between evaluation and anger in on systolic blood pressure recovery values
among harassed participants. Simple slopes reflect predicted values at 1 standard deviation above
and below the centered mean for anger in.

Hostility and Anger In
Figure 1. Interaction between hostility and anger in on diastolic blood pressure reactivity to
mental arithmetic stress.
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Figure 2.. Interaction between evaluation and anger in on systolic blood pressure recovery values
among harassed participants.

Table 2
Intercorrelations of Trait Scales, Cardiovascular Reactivity (1), and Cardiovascular Recovery (2)____________________
Measure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14_
1. Hostility
2. Anger-In
3. HR1
4. HR2
5. SBP1
6. SBP2
7. DBP1
8. DBP2
9. HF-HRV1
10. HF-HRV2
11. LF/HF1
12. LF/HF2
13. PEP1

--

.59** .16

.15

.15

.22

-.02

-.004 .15

.16

-.22

-.17

.06

-.05

--

.10

.23

.03

.06

.13

-.21

.09

.07

-.07

-.003 .06

--

.47** .55** .28†

-.03

.04

-.53** -.09

.26†

-.03

-.50** -.16

--

.12

.12

-.42** -.42** .24†

.22

-.02

.18

.19

.36*

--

.53** .15

.24†

-.24† -.03

.06

-.14

-.35* -.47**

--

-.02

-.01

-.12

-.07

-.18

-.11

-.22

--

.06

-.04

.08

-.07

-.25† .04

.04

--

-.01

.15

-.03

-.01

.09

-.44**

--

.66** -.50** -.22

.21

-.08

--

.21

-.20

-.31* -.44** .16

-.36*

--

.61** -.04

.21

--

.10

.26†

--

.11

14. PEP2
--____
Note. N = 48. †p < .1. *p < .05. **p < .01. HR = Heart Rate. SBP = Systolic Blood Pressure. DBP = Diastolic Blood Pressure.
HF-HRV = High Frequency Heart Rate Variability. LF/HF = Low-High Frequency Ratio. PEP = Pre-ejection Period.

